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Once you choose
hope, anything’s
possible.
~Christopher
Reeve
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Hope is the only universal liar who never
loses his reputation for
veracity.
~Robert G. Ingersoll

Things which you do
not hope happen more
frequently than things
which you do hope.
~Titus Maccius
Plautus

There is nothing so
well known as that
we should not expect
something for nothing
— but we all do and
call it Hope.
~Edgar Howe
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Hope is faith holding
out its hand in the
dark.

Hope is putting faith to
work when doubting
would be easier.

If one truly has lost
hope, one would not
be on hand to say so.

~Author Unknown

~George Iles

~Author Unknown

~Eric Bentley
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~Pearl S. Buck
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Hope begins in the
dark, the stubborn
hope that if you just
show up and try to
do the right thing,
the dawn will come.
~Anne Lamott
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The wings of hope
carry us, soaring high
above the driving
winds of life.
~Ana Jacob
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Hope is but the dream
of those who wake.

Hope is grief ’s best
music.

Never deprive
someone of hope — it
may be all they have.

~Matthew Prior

~Author Unknown

~Author Unknown
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Hope is like a road in
the country; there was
never a road, but when
many people walk on
it, the road comes into
existence.
~Lin Yutang
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Hope is the poor man’s
bread.
~Gary Herbert
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Hope is the only bee
that makes honey
without flowers.
~Robert Ingersoll
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When the world says,
“Give up,”
Hope whispers,
“Try it one more time.”

To eat bread without
hope is still slowly to
starve to death.
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Hope rises like a
Hope is the physician of
phoenix from the ashes
each misery.
of shattered dreams.
~Irish Proverb

~S.A. Sachs
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If you knew that hope
and despair were paths
to the same destination, which would you
choose?
~Robert Brault
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Take hope from the
heart of man and you
make him a beast of
prey.
~Ouida
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You’ve gotta have hope. Hope is a walk through
Without hope life is
All it takes is one
a flowering meadow.
meaningless. Without
bloom of hope to make
One does not require
hope life is meaning less that it lead anywhere.
a spiritual garden.
and less.
~William Shakespeare,
~Terri Guillemets
Measure for Measure
~Robert Brault
~Author Unknown
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Hope never abandons
you, you abandon it.
~George Weinberg
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The miserable have no
other medicine
But only hope.
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The birds of hope are
everywhere, listen to
them sing.

Some see a hopeless
end, while others see
an endless hope.

Hope is patience with
the lamp lit.

~Terri Guillemets

~Author Unknown

~Tertullian
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Hope is a strange
It is the around-theinvention –
corner brand of hope
A Patent of the Heart – that prompts people to
In unremitting action action, while the distant
Yet never wearing out.... hope acts as an opiate.
~Emily Dickinson,
~Eric Hoffer
c.1877
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Days of
Hope

